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Main	  Objectives	  
O  Illustrate what can be achieved through 

simulations 

O  Mention the link between language and kin 
selection 

O  Focus more on the potential link between 
navigation and language 
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The	  Q	  of	  Language	  Emergence	  

O  Sudden vs gradual 
 

O  Just because… vs selected for 
 

O  Why just one species 

General	  Framework	  
O  (K&B 2002) proposed simulations to study… 

 
O  …navigation as a potential preadaptation for 

compositional language and… 
 

O  …compositional language as a way of sharing 
directions to resources (cf. Bickerton 2009). 

 
D. Kazakov and M. Bartlett (2002). A Multi-Agent Simulation of the 
Evolution of Language. Proc. of Information Society Conference 
IS'2002, Ljubljana, Slovenia. 
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General	  Framework	  (2)	  
O  Communication as a form of kin selection 

(Kaz&Bart. 2002), (Bart&Kaz. 2003), (cf. 
Fitch 2004). 

 

O  Environment (diet) potent. critical in promoting 
language (Kaz&Bart 2005), (Bickerton 2009).  

 
 
D. Kazakov and M. Bartlett (2003). Social Learning through Evolution of 
Language. Proc. of 6th Intl Conf. on Artificial Evolution EA’03, Marseille. 
 

M. Bartlett and D. Kazakov (2005). The Origins of Syntax: from 
Navigation to Language. Connection Science 17(3-4), pp. 271-288. 
 

General	  Framework	  (3)	  

O  Genetic, spatial and linguistic convergence 
reinforce each other through the sharing of 
directions to resources (Kaz&Bart. 2003),  
(Kazakov 2010)  

 

 
 
 
 
D. Kazakov (2010). Interplay between Language, Navigation and Kin 
Selection. Proc. of EvoLang 8, Utrecht, the Netherlands. 
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General	  Framework	  (3)	  

 
 
 

Talk more See each other 
more 

Mate more 

Understand better 

Give 
directions 

Interplay	  b/w	  Language,	  	  
Genetics	  and	  Space	  

O  Giving directions to resources means we’re 
likely to meet again (at the watering hole) 

O  From meeting to mating… 
O  …next generations more likely to be related, 

hence talk due to kin selection 
O  Linguistic and genetic similarities reinforce 

each other, no matter which of the two 
started it first  
O  cf. Cavalli-Sforza, Longobardi et al. 
O  (Kazakov&Bartlett 2003) (small scale) simulations 

showing the same. 
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General	  Framework	  (4)	  
O  Hyp1: Navigation prepared for comp. language 

O  Hyp2: Language used to share directions 
-  Neither hypothesis needs the other 
-  Evidence for one makes the other more likely 
-  Other factors may also have acted in parallel to 

promote language  
 
 
 

General	  Framework	  (5)	  
O  Honest communication is assumed 
O  Kin selection suggested to promote it. 

O  have shown that sharing can invade population 
from rarity (Turner & Kazakov 2002) 

O  Results still meaningful under alternative 
mechanisms promoting altruism, e.g.: 
-  Reciprocal altruism (Slocombe et al. 2010) 
-  Sexual selection (Gomes & Boesch 2009) 
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General	  Framework	  (6)	  
O  Previous studies identified that sharing 

directions to resources is more beneficial 
than: 
-  sharing what one has already harvested 
-  not sharing at all  
under specific environmental conditions (amount 
and volatility of the resources) (Bart.&Kaz.2005) 

 
M. Bartlett and D. Kazakov (2005). The Origins of Syntax: from 
Navigation to Language. Connection Science 17(3-4), pp. 271-288. 

 

The	  2005	  Experiment	  

O  5 infinite water resources; 
O  2 finite food resources; 

when exhausted, another 
appears at the opposite 
end of board; 

O  Agents can share food or 
a route to a resource (as a 
list of landmarks); 

O  Amount of food and its 
rate of decay can vary. 
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Representing	  Paths	  
O  Paths can (& are) represented by Reg. Lang. rules:  

O  [To go to]      [From]    [Follow]  
    Location2 ←  Location1, landmark1, landmark2 
    Location1 ←  Location0, landmark3, landmark4 

Representing	  Paths	  
O  Paths can (& are) represented by Reg. Lang. rules:  

O  [To go to]      [From]    [Follow]  
    Location2 ←  Location1, landmark1, landmark2 
    Location1 ←  Location0, landmark3, landmark4 

O  Known paths can be combined to derive new paths:  
 Location2 ←  Location0, landmark3, landmark4, landmark1, landmark2 
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Representing	  Paths	  
O  Paths can (& are) represented by Reg. Lang. rules:  

O  [To go to]      [From]    [Follow]  
    Location2 ←  Location1, landmark1, landmark2 
    Location1 ←  Location0, landmark3, landmark4 

O  Known paths can be combined to derive new paths:  
 Location2 ←  Location0, landmark3, landmark4, landmark1, landmark2 

O  Locations behave as NTs, landmarks as terminals, 
cf:  A→Bxyz 

O  It’s enough to share the list of landmarks: 
O  start point is known, goal location is where the resource is 

Songlines	  
O  Representation not unlike the 

Australian Aboriginal Songlines: 
each song describes a 
landmark along a route; the 
series of songs constitutes a 
sung map (Barwick; Marett 
2003), (Chatwin 1987). 
 

O  Songlines form a 2D network - 
compare with depictions of 
landscape in Aboriginal art: 
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Sharing	  Food	  	  
vs.	  Selfish	  
Behaviour	  

X: amount of food; 
Y: decay time;  
Z: rel. aver. pop.size 

Language	  	  
vs.	  Selfish	  
Behaviour	  

X: amount of food; 
Y: decay time;  
Z: rel. aver. pop.size 
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Language	  vs.	  
Sharing	  Food	  

X: amount of food; 
Y: decay time;  
Z: rel. aver. pop.size 

Language	  for	  	  
sharing	  directions	  

O  Hypothesis reduces the gap b/w general cognitive 
and language-specific faculties 
O  navigation planner ≣ parser 
O  planner + shared vocabulary = communication 

O  Describing landmarks 
O  indexical signs (‘that there!’) rather than fully 

symbolic ones (‘the big yew with no leaves’) are 
enough to get started 

O  either speech or gesture would do – the two can 
easily produce a shared vocabulary (Steels’99)  
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Language	  for	  sharing	  directions:	  
syntax	  &	  displacement	  

O  Discussing directions allows for gradual transition: 
O  “Come here!”  

- ‘atomic’ signal, no reference: cf. animal food calls  
O  “[Go to that] willow!” 
     - single-word utterance (+ gesture?) 
O  “It’s over the Hill - down the River - past the Big Rock - 

under the Red Bush” 
    - an ordered list of landmarks. 

The	  Criticism	  
O  If navigation provided a basis for language, 

why is language so exclusive, considering 
that navigation is so widespread?  
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New	  Research	  Question	  
O  Assuming navigation is at the basis of syntax… 

 
O  Is there a viable evolutionary path to 

compositional language, and if so… 
 

O  …under what conditions? 

The	  Experiment	  
O  Select 4 environments to vary the relative 

benefits of sharing directions 
O  Consider 4 increasingly complex types of 

navigation (1-4) 
O  …and 4 corresponding types of sharing 

directions (A-D) 
O  …then model populations (1A…4D) and study 

the relative benefits of increasing the 
complexity of navigation, resp. communication. 
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Environments	  

Env3: Maximum absolute benefit from communication. 
Env4: Info-sharing populations stay alive, others die out. 

Env1: all populations eventually die out. 
Env2: all populations survive. 

Navigation	  Types	  
O  Type 1: (Biased) random walk 
O  Type 2: Remember 1 landmark and go back to it 
O  Type 3: Remember fixed paths (series of 

landmarks) and follow them to the given 
resource when needed 

O  Type 4: Can also construct new paths from 
known ones  
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Communication	  Types	  
O  Type A: no communication 
O  Type B: Share 1 landmark (to set direction) 
O  Type C: Share a known path to resource 
O  Type D: Share a (new) path constructed from 

known ones  

Nav+Comm	  Pairs	  
O  Assuming that a given type of navigation has to 

be present in order to share that type of info, 
the following pairs are possible: 
 
1A,  
2A, 2B 
3A, 3B, 3C 
4A, 4B, 4C, 4D 

O  What transition will be most beneficial to 
population numbers, e.g.: 2A->2B or 2A->3A ? 

O  5 possible paths from 1A to 4D. 
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Environment	  1	  

Food:	  small	  amounts,	  rapid	  decay	  

Environment	  1	  

Food:	  small	  amounts,	  rapid	  decay	  
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Environment	  2	  

Food:	  large	  amounts,	  slow	  decay	  

Environment	  2	  

Food:	  large	  amounts,	  slow	  decay	  
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Environment	  3	  

Food:	  large	  amounts,	  rapid	  decay	  

Environment	  4	  

Fd:	  large	  amounts,	  not-‐so-‐rapid	  decay	  
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Discussion	  
O  In an environment with volatile resources, increasing 

navigation complexity is always more helpful than 
increasing communication complexity. 

O  In these environments, adding a simple (proto)
language to share directions in the form of a known 
path (Type C) is beneficial if most complex navigation 
(Type 4) is already present.  

O  Sharing directions that leaves both speaker and 
hearer with very similar chances of exploiting the 
same resource (C3 or D4) is harmful: unless the 
environment is rich in non-perishable resources. 

Discussion	  
O  A shift towards energy-rich, volatile food could have 

promoted the steps to ‘4C’ (= mental maps with 
efficient path planning + sharing of previously seen 
paths). 

O  A subsequent shift placing importance on the use of 
large, less volatile resources would favour the step 
from 4C to 4D (= communicating any sentence from 
the spatial grammar).  

O  The result would be a language with order, but no 
internal structure. 
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Discussion	  
O  Small evolutionary steps, immediate payoff. 
O  Half-way house between Bickerton (1990) and 

Chomsky (anywhere)? 
O  Links between language and sequential motor 

actions studied by neuroscience (Ullman 2004); 
computational models of some of the circuitry 
for action selection (basal ganglia) available 
(Gurney, Prescott, Redgrave 2001) 

Discussion:	  Methodology	  
Compare with Willem Zuidema’s methodology 
criteria for using simulations: 
O  Hypothesis is refutable: not all evolutionary  

paths lead to compositional language. Very  
specific conditions are needed - but when 
present, these yield… 

O …paths with a positive gradient through the  
fitness landscape. 

O  Mutually reinforcing processes of genetic, 
linguistic and spatial convergence greatly 
increase the probability of keeping a rare 
mutation in the population. 
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The	  End	  


